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CMB lensing & large-scale structure
joint analyses

Many correlated LSS observables
Spectroscopy

Galaxy x CMB lensing
Cluster x CMB lensing

PFS
~2019

~2021

Imaging (lensing)

Galaxy shear x
CMB lensing
(lensing ratios)

~2022

~2022

~2024

Intensity mapping (Lya, 21cm, CO, CII, etc) and more
Ly𝜶 forest x CMB lensing Doux Schaan+14
Intensity map lensing x CMB lensing Schaan+18
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Why CMB lensing?
Highest source redshift structure growth, neutrino masses, high-z clusters
Traces mass not light galaxy bias, galaxy-halo connection, non-Gaussianity
Geometry + growth dark energy, curvature, tests of GR
Different systematics validate shear calibration and photo-z
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Planck: 40σ VS CMB S4: 400σ
➞ 75% of the LSST cosmic shear SNR
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Growth of structure from CMB lensing
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Forwardcalibration
Process.
LSSTThe
shear
from CMB lensing
Galaxies: Intrinsic galaxy shapes to measured image:

Gravitational lensing
causes a shear (g)

Intrinsic galaxy
(shape unknown)

Atmosphere and telescope
cause a convolution

Detectors measure
a pixelated image

➞ observed shear = (1+m) * true shear

Image also
contains noise

Euclid Science Book 2010

Stars: Point sources to star images:
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of0.020
the processes that a↵ect galaxy and star images. The intrinsic shape
0.015 lensed by intervening matter causing the cosmic shear e↵ect that
of a galaxy is gravitationally
no κCMB
we plan to measure. After
0.010this, the galaxy image becomes blurred due to the PSF (in space
this would come only from
the instrument), pixelated by the detectors. The final image will
0.005
κCMB
also have noise. Star images su↵er from many of these e↵ects butwith
crucially
their images are
0.000
not gravitationally lensed. We are therefore able to use star images to correct galaxy
images to
Schaan+16
recover the shear signal. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 8 (Figure taken from Bridle
➞2008)
CMB S4 lensing can calibrate the shear ~ requirements
et al.
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LSST photo-z calibration from CMB lensing

FIG. 18 . Constraints on σ8 for the surveys DES/SPT-SZ with priors on the redshift parameters. L
constraints withlmax = 2000. We compare priors onz0 , σz and both parameters with the cas
uncertainty. We base the priors on recent DES results, and do not vary them with
(1 + z), unlike Fig
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The unconnected
points are with
lmax = 1000 and the dotted lines are with
While varyingof galaxy
bias and
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to the current approximate DES constraints for mean redshifts in a bin from photometric redshif
Photo-z outliers?
redshift parameters in LSST. The LSST requirements are from the LSST DESC Science Requiremen
in prep.from
on
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Varying darksoenergy,
neutrino
we see a decrease
with masses?
redshift when plotting
σ(z0 )/(1 + z).
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Conclusions
Next generation CMB & LSS survey will overlap
CMB lensing is independent (systematics), different
(higher z) and relevant (comparable SNR)
Joint analyses will provide useful constraints (σ8(z), fnl)
and systematics checks (shear calibration, photo-z)
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